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MASTERMIND OUTLINE:

CHAPTER PAGE session # DATE

1 WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS TO LEADERSHIFT 4

2 SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR
THE FOCUS SHIFT 10

3 GOALS TO GROWTH
THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT 16

4 PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT 23

5 PLEASING PEOPLE TO CHALLENGING PEOPLE
THE RELATIONAL SHIFT 28

6 MAINTAINING TO CREATING
THE ABUNDANCE SHIFT 33

7 LADDER CLIMBING TO LADDER BUILDING
THE REPRODUCTION SHIFT 37

8 DIRECTING TO CONNECTING
THE COMMUNICATION SHIFT 43

9 TEAM UNIFORMITY TO TEAM DIVERSITY
THE IMPROVEMENT SHIFT 48

10 POSITIONAL AUTHORITY TO MORAL AUTHORITY
THE INFLUENCE SHIFT 54

11 TRAINED LEADERS TO TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERS
THE IMPACT SHIFT 60

12 CAREER TO CALLING
THE PASSION SHIFT 65
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PARTICIPANT VALUES:

• BE Committed to the Group
• BE Ready to Add Value to Each Member
• BE On Time
• BE Free of Your Cell Phone
• BE Encouraging
• BE Willing to Learn from Other Members

EXPECTATIONS: This will be a life changing Mastermind if I...

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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MY MASTERMIND MEMBERS: 

 
Name      Phone  Email 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
“Have the humility to learn from those around you.” – John C. Maxwell “Have the humility to learn from those around you.” 

-John C. Maxwell
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS TO LEADERSHIFT

“Change or die.” -Thomas Edgley

Discuss this statement: People need to learn leadership to be successful.

FAST IS FASTER - FORWARD IS SHORTER

• Life moves much faster now.
• The future seems to be coming at us faster than ever.
• Forward is also shorter.

How does a leader do more than just hang on and survive in such an environment?

What is a leadershift?
It is an ability and willingness to make a leadership change that will positively enhance 
organizational and personal growth.

Bruna Martinuzzi states “the top three leadership qualities that will be 
important in the years ahead: “the ability to motivate staff (35 percent); 
the ability to work well across cultures (34 percent); and the ability to 
facilitate change (32 percent).”
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

What do all these three qualities require?

Discuss your understanding of:

Ambiguity vs. Uncertainty                              Conformity vs. Adaptability

Leadershifting moves us forward in the face of the natural temptation to be mentally rigid.

What obstacles quickly present themselves when you are being asked to shift as a 
leader?
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

ARE YOU READY TO SHIFT AS A LEADER?

How open are you to change?

Are you willing to start asking more questions instead of giving more answers?

Are you willing to become a better listener, a better observer?

HOW TO LEADERSHIFT

1. Continually                    , Unlearn, and                    .
When was the last time you stopped using a proven method to risk discovering a better 
method?

2.                     Yesterday But Live In                    .
“People may honor you for what you did yesterday, 

but they respect you for what you’re doing now.”
What are you doing today that will increase others’ respect of you?

3. Rely On                    , But Thrive On                    .
Describe for your group a time when you missed an opportunity.

What can you do today that will result in you seeing the moments so you can seize the 
moments?
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

4. See The                     Picture As The Picture Keeps Getting                    .
What are you doing today that demonstrates you are fencing in and not fencing out?

5.                     In Today, But                     About Tomorrow.
“When you become aware of what you need or want, 

you’re better able to see it—and attract it.”
What can you do today to ensure you have what you need to lead tomorrow?

What are you attracting?

When you know who you are and you know what you want,

You then know the kind of people you will attract, and the things you will discover.

Your mind will think things that will help you get what you want.

Your eyes will see things that will help you get what you want.

Your heart will feel things that will help you get what you want.

Your attitude will believe things that will help you get what you want.

Your mouth will say things that will help you get what you want.

Your actions will attract things that will help you get what you want.
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

6. Move                     Courageously In The Midst Of                    .
Reflecting on the story of Andy Stanley, what was your greatest takeaway?

7. Realize Today’s Best Will Not Meet Tomorrow’s Challenges.

“Is this the best I can do today?”  helps me to make the most of today. “Am I getting 
better?” spurs me on to change.

Are you ready to take this challenge in getting better as a leader?
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CHAPTER 1:
WHY EVERY LEADER NEEDS 

TO LEADERSHIFT

APPLICATION: Why Every Leader Needs To Leadershift

John says, “If you want to keep getting better so that you can become 
a better leadershifter, then...”

Which one of the four do you need to focus on this week?

What are you going to do? Share with the group.

Discuss your results with the Mastermind next week.

Read Chapter 2 for the next meeting.

LEARN SOMETHING NEW - Ask yourself, “When’s the last time I 
learned something for the first time?”
TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT - Ask yourself, “When’s the last time I 
did something for the first time?
FIND SOMETHING BETTER - Ask yourself, “When’s the last time I found 
something better for the first time?”
SEE SOMETHING BIGGER - Ask yourself, “When’s the last time I saw 
something bigger for the first time?
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

The Focus Shift

“One is too small a number to achieve greatness.” 
-The Law of Significance

“You can get everything in life you want if you will just 
help enough other people get what they want.” 

-Zig Ziglar

When did you recognize the need to shift from doing leadership alone to helping others?

What are the challenges you face when you move from “me” to “we?”

“Ideally a conductor is a catalyst for mutual understanding, with the 
orchestra becoming greater than the sum of its parts.” 

— Eric Jacobsen

How can you leadership shift to more of a conductor role?”
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

CHALLENGES OF LEADERSHIFTING FROM
SOLOIST TO COUNDUCTOR

Describe a time when as a part of a team you exceeded expectations.

1. Going                     So You Can Go                    .
How does John describe the “leadership dance?”

Leadership is                    .
• Step ahead of people, staying close enough for them to see you,
• Step beside people, listening to them and talking about the journey, and
• Step behind people, sharing words of encouragement to keep them going.

2. Recognizing That You Need                    .
How would you describe your team environment?

COMPETING COMPLETING

Has a Scarcity Mind-set Has an Abundance Mind-set

Thinks Win-Lose Thinks Win-Win

Practices Single Thinking Practices Shared Thinking

Excludes Others Includes Others
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

3. Making The                     to Understand Others.
Which teammate (customer) do you struggle to understand? Why?

How can you use the analogy of the “tango” to improve your leadership?

4. Wanting Others To                     More Than You Do.
How would your teammates respond to the question: Does ________ (you) position you 
to win with your role? 

5. Helping Others To Become                     Every Day.
How are you helping your teammates grow in your organization? 

CHANGE YOUR FOCUS FROM RECEIVING TO GIVING

How are you intentionally adding value to those around you?

What are the seeds you are planting today for tomorrow?
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

1. Focus On Adding                     Daily.
Where can you add value today? – Review your calendar

What additional opportunities to help others will you be given today?

If it is true you receive what you believe, what are you believing will happen with the rest 
of your day, week, month?

Discuss the cycle:
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

2. Add As Much                     As Possible As                     As Possible .
Do so many people sow so few seeds?

How are you looking for the “secret sauce” or intentionally “sowing seeds?”

What new level of awareness came as you read the “lobster story?” 

3. Never                     To Add Value.
When were you the first one to give? 

4. Give Without Keeping Score So Motives Stay                    .
How does not keeping score purify your motives for leading?

5. Welcome Any                     As An Unexpected Blessing.
Discuss your “unexpected blessing” story.
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CHAPTER 2:
SOLOIST TO CONDUCTOR

THE FOCUS SHIFT

APPLICATION: Soloist to Conductor
What intentional steps are you going to take to help your team members reach success?

“In a land where there are no musicians;
In a land where there are no storytellers, teachers, and poets;
In a land where there are no men and women of vision and leadership;
In a land where there are no legends, saints and champions;
In a land where there are no dreamers,
The people will most certainly perish.
But you and I, we are the music makers;
We are the storytellers, teachers, and poets;
We are the men and women of vision and leadership;
We are the legends, the saints and the champions;
   And we are the dreamers of the dreams”

- Matthew Kelly

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapter 3 for the next meeting.
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

CHAPTER 3: 
GOALS TO GROWTH

The Personal Development Shift

“Improving yourself is the first step in improving everything else.” 
- Unknown

When did you discover your need to invest in personal growth?

Goals helped me to do better. But growth helped me to become better.

What is the difference between the doing and becoming in your life?

GROWTH CHANGES

1. Growth                     To Growth                    .

2. Growth In                     To Growth In A Few                     Things.

Successful people:
• Have great attitudes
• Have strong relationships
• Understand everything rises and falls on leadership
• Understand how to develop others
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

If you were to compile a “Vital List,” what would be on it?
 •
 •
 •
 •
 •

3. Growth With A                     Versus Growth Without A                     Line.

Discuss the difference between being...

GOAL-ORIENTED CULTURE GROWTH-ORIENTED CULTURE

Values Achievement Values Development

Focuses on Status Focuses on Stretching

Honors Privilege Honors Serving

Emphasizes the Teacher Emphasizes the Student

Target is Arrival Target is Growth
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

HOW TO BECOME A GROWTH-ORIENTED PERSON

How can you determine if you have a fixed mindset or a growth mindset?

Review the lists on page 49 and conduct a personal inventory.

What is one area where you are doing well with the growth mindset and what is one area 
in fixed mindset that you could work on?

1. Embrace                        .
“A fixed mind- set results in an early plateau, achieves less, and hinders people from 

reaching their full potential, whereas a growth mind- set fuels people to a higher level 
of achievement.”

What is your biggest obstacle in embracing change?

2. Adopt A                         Spirit.
• Do you have a passion to learn?
• Do you learn everyday?
• Do you take time to reflect on what you learn?

Are you giving any attention to the weeds in your mind?
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

3. Make Your Love For                     Greater Than Your                     Of Failure.
Action reduces fear and increases courage.

When have you made fear a bully in your life? Business?

What can you do today to reduce fear and increase your courage?

4.                     Relationships With Other                     People.

How are you staying close to the fire?

5. Develop Greater                          .
“Humility is not denying your strengths. 

Humility is being honest about your weaknesses.” 
— Rick Warren

John asks three great questions:
• Are you willing to be criticized for the sake of improvement? 
• Are you willing to admit you’re wrong in deference to your desire to change and   
    grow? 
• Are you willing to drop bad habits, change wrong priorities, and embrace new ways  
    of thinking?

You must be willing to admit where you’re wrong so that you can discover what is right.
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

What do you need to admit to your group today?

6.                     In Yourself.
The 15 Invaluable Laws of Growth – The Law of the Mirror states: 

“You must see value in yourself to add value to yourself.”

What you think                     yourself determines the investment you will                            
in yourself.
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

7. Embrace                          Learning.

• Layered Learning Requires Time and                          

Where are you making small improvements today?

• Layered Learning Gives You a                          Picture

What are you learning today that allows you to see a greater perspective?

• Layered Learning Gives You a                          Picture.

What could your life be if you were able to compound your learning?

• Layered learning determines the                of a principle.
• Layered learning determines the                of a principle.
• Layered learning determines the                of a principle.
• Layered learning determines the compounding               of a principle.
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CHAPTER 3:
GOALS TO GROWTH

THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHIFT

APPLICATION: Goals to Growth

GROWTH PERSPECTIVE

Make growth your priority and...

• You will unlock and achieve your potential.
• You will feel good about yourself.
• You will strengthen your values and abilities.
• You will grow in humility and self- awareness.
• You will become more so you can do more.
• You will be an example for others to follow.

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.

Read Chapter 4 for the next meeting.
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CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT

CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE

The Cost Shift

“Strength and growth come through continuous effort and struggle.” 
—Napoleon Hill

Why do you want to become a leader?

What motivates you to be a leader?

LEADERS WHO FOCUS ON PERKS LEADERS WHO FOCUS ON PRICE

What will I receive? What can I give?

How will this decision affect me? How will this decision affect others?

How long will this take me? How far can we go?

What will you give me to stay in the game? What must I give to stay in the game?

YOUR PRICE POINTS

“Lou had three qualities all great coaches possess: he didn’t take anything for granted, 
he was an excellent teacher, and he was superbly organized.” — George Kell

1.                          — Leaders Recognize That Everything Worthwhile Is Uphill.

How do you respond to your leadership potential is all uphill?
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CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT

What we                          do will keep us from being successful a lot more 
than what we                          do.

“There is no success without sacrifice. If you succeed without sacrifice it is because 
someone has suffered before you. If you sacrifice without success it is because someone 

will succeed after.” — Adoniram Judson

What are you willing to sacrifice to grow into your leadership potential?

What have others sacrificed for your success?

“Retain faith that you will prevail in the end,
regardless of the difficulties.

AND at the same time
Confront the most brutal facts of your current reality,

whatever they might be.” — Jim Collins

                         empowers me to believe that I can make the climb.

                         balances my expectations and prevents me from being overly optimistic

Describe an experience when you wavered between hope and hard.
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CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT

2.                          — Leaders Acknowledge They Must Climb The Hill                         .

“Leaders see things before other people do, and they see more than other people do. 
However, what sets great leaders apart from all other leaders is this: they act before 

others and they do more than others.”

When leaders are willing to pay the price, they gain                          authority.

When have you been willing to pay the price to go before the people you lead?

Three Before and More Characteristics:
• Follow-Me Leaders Believe in Themselves Before and More Than 

Others Do 
 How would you describe your self-belief factor?

• Follow-Me Leaders Set Expectations for Themselves Before and More 
Than Others Do 
 Where do you have a high level of expectation of yourself?

• Follow-Me Leaders Make Commitments to Themselves Before and 
More Than to Others 
 What are your non-negotiable commitments as a leader?
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CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT

3.                          — Leaders Understand They Never Get To Stop Climbing.

“The signature of mediocrity is chronic inconsistency.” 
— Jim Collins

Where is one area where you need to be more consistent in your leadership?

• Consistency Provides                          for Others 

Are there any areas where your intentions and actions don’t meet?

• Consistency Establishes Your                         

• Consistency Keeps You in the                          Game 

What are you doing each day to stay on top of your game?

• Consistency                          

Discuss the career of Cal Ripken Jr.  
 
How can you apply what he did to your life and business?
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CHAPTER 4:
PERKS TO PRICE
THE COST SHIFT

APPLICATION: Perks to Price

• Practicing is not amazing.
• Studying is not amazing.
• Showing up is not amazing.
• Working hard is not amazing.
• Asking questions is not amazing.
• Changing is not amazing.
• Trying is not amazing.
• Failing is not amazing.
• Trying again is not amazing. 

 
They are the price you must pay every day to reach your potential. If you pay that 
price and do it consistently, the final result can be amazing.

What is one thing you are going to start doing to compound the investment of being 
consistent?

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 5 for the next meeting. 
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CHAPTER 5:
PEOPLE PLEASING TO CHALLENGING

THE RELATIONAL SHIFT

CHAPTER 5: 
PLEASING PEOPLE TO CHALLENGING PEOPLE

The Relational Shift

When have you relinquished leading your people in order to keep their approval? 

HOW TO SHIFT FROM PLEASER TO LEADER

You have to put doing what’s right for your people and organization ahead of what feels 
right for you. 

How has being a “people pleaser” put your leadership in jeopardy?

1. Change Your                          Toward Leadership.

1) What’s best for the organization?
2) What’s best for other people within the organization?
3) What’s best for me?

How can these three questions clarify your motives in leading?

When you ask others for commitment, you                          the uncommitted people and 
you                          the committed ones.
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CHAPTER 5:
PEOPLE PLEASING TO CHALLENGING

THE RELATIONAL SHIFT

Where do you need to change your expectations of leadership?

2. Value                          As Much As You Value                         .

What does a person look like who devalue them self?

What do you believe about the value of others?

3. Work To Establish Expectations                                              .

What could be different in your leadership if you set up-front expectations?

Review John’s question and 7 statements and discuss how this could help equip your 
team?

Up Front Expectations:
• Up-front appreciation places value on the person and increases the 

value of our time together.
• Up-front expectations increase the value of any meeting. 
• Up-front questions are the quickest way for people to understand one 

another and increase the value of our time together.
• Up-front discussion influences the way and direction we lead others.
• Up-front decisions increase the value of our time together.
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CHAPTER 5:
PEOPLE PLEASING TO CHALLENGING

THE RELATIONAL SHIFT

4. Ask Yourself The                          Questions Before Any Potentially                          
Conversation.

Review the chart on page 96 – how can you use this to help have a difficult conversation?

5. When A Tough Conversation Is Needed, Do It                         .

Discuss how the last difficult conversation went wrong.

Review the roadmap (p. 97) and discuss how this could help you by seeking to be 
understood.

6. Understand The                          Principle.

25 –                          you
50 –                         
25 –                          you

“The secret of managing is to keep the guys who hate your guts away from the guys who 
haven’t made up their minds yet.” — Casey Stengel

What can you do today to help move some from the 50 to the top 25?
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CHAPTER 5:
PEOPLE PLEASING TO CHALLENGING

THE RELATIONAL SHIFT

7. Balance                          With                         .

Which one do you naturally go to when challenging people?

How can you bring balance to include the other?

What is the biggest hurdle to overcome in moving from pleasing people to challenging 
people?

CARE CANDOR

Values the Person Values the Person’s Potential

Establishes the Relationship Expands the Relationship

Shores Up Weaknesses Brings Out Strengths

Makes the Team Pleasant Makes the Team Productive

From the lists above, pick one that you are good at and one that you need to work on. 
Discuss with the group.

• Care without candor creates dysfunctional relationships.
• Candor without care creates distant relationships.
• Care balanced with candor creates developing relationships.
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CHAPTER 5:
PEOPLE PLEASING TO CHALLENGING

THE RELATIONAL SHIFT

APPLICATION: Pleasing People to Challenging People

Road Map for Challenging People
• State the issue clearly at the beginning. Use the phrase, “Are you aware that. . . ?”
• Ask them to tell you their perspective. Start with the phrase, “I need you to help me 

understand your situation.”
• Ask questions. Say, “Am I hearing you correctly?”
• Repeat back what you heard.
• Allow them to respond.
• Try to find common ground.
• Arrive at an agreement on what’s best for both of you.
• If you cannot come to an agreement on the issue and solution, agree to meet again.
• See the growth opportunity that lies within the tough conversation.
Seek to maintain a positive relationship. 
 
Who do you need to have a difficult conversation with this week?

Make a commitment to balance care and candor using this road map.

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 6 for the next meeting.
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CHAPTER 6:
MAINTAINING TO CREATING

THE ABUNDANCE SHIFT

CHAPTER 6: 
MAINTAINING TO CREATING

The Abundance Shift

Are you a builder or a maintainer?  

1. THE COASTING ZONE— “I do as little as possible.”
2. THE COMFORT ZONE— “I do what I have always done.”
3. THE CHALLENGE ZONE— “I attempt to do what I haven’t done before.”
4. THE CREATIVE ZONE— “I attempt to think what I have never thought before.”

Which zone do you naturally gravitate?

UNLOCK THE MENTAL BLOCKS THAT KEEP YOU OUT OF 
THE CREATIVE ZONE
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CHAPTER 6:
MAINTAINING TO CREATING

THE ABUNDANCE SHIFT

CREATIVE PRINCIPLES TO
LEARN AND LIVE BY

1. Build A                         Culture.

What can you do to create a creative culture?

“Micromanagement undermines creativity 
while freedom and flexibility foster it.”

2. Make                          Better.

“Creativity is not the finding of a thing, but making something out of it 
after it is found.” — James Russell Lowell

What can you do to exceed expectations with your team? Clients?

3. Make Plans But Look For                         .
“Adaptive capacity allows leaders to respond quickly and intelligently to constant 

change. It is the ability to identify and seize opportunities. It allows leaders to act and 
then evaluate results instead of attempting to collect and analyze all the data before 

acting.” — Warren Bennis

Where are you holding tightly to your plans but not open to options?
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CHAPTER 6:
MAINTAINING TO CREATING

THE ABUNDANCE SHIFT

4. Place High Value On                         .

What can you do to creatively look for new ideas?

5. Seek Out And Listen To                          Voices.

Who could you bring into your circle that could help you see and hear from new 
perspectives?

6. Take                         .

What is one courageous step you could take to move to a higher level of creativity?

7. Live On The                          Side Of “Yes.”

“That’s where I find abundance and opportunity. It’s where I become a 
better and bigger self. The opportunity of a lifetime must be seized within 

the lifetime of the opportunity. So I try to say ‘yes’ whenever I can.” 
— Larry Stockstill

How can you become more resourceful and live on the other side of yes?
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CHAPTER 6:
MAINTAINING TO CREATING

THE ABUNDANCE SHIFT

APPLICATION: Maintaining To Creating

“Creativity is the most effective response to rapid change.” 
-Robert Lynch

What are ways you can start leading your people into abundance and opportunity?

• Comfortable isn’t comfortable
• Comfortable never got up before dawn
• Comfortable won’t get its hands dirt
• Comfortable has nothing to prove
• Comfortable can’t get the job done
• Comfortable doesn’t have new ideas
• Comfortable won’t dive in head first
• Comfortable isn’t the American dream
• Comfortable has no guts
• Comfortable never dares to be great
• Comfortable falls apart at the seams
• Don’t get comfortable

What are you going to do to go from the comfort zone to the creative zone?

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.

Read Chapter 7 for the next meeting.
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CHAPTER 7:
LADDER CLIMBING TO BUILDING

THE REPRODUCTION SHIFT

Chapter 7: 
LADDER CLIMBING TO LADDER BUILDING

The Reproduction Shift

“If I have seen farther than others, it is by standing 
on the shoulders of giants.”  

—Isaac Newton

When you reflect on your leadership career, have you been more of a ladder climber or 
ladder builder?

This leadershift is about changing from being a personal producer to an equipper of 
others.

LADDER STAGES

1. Ladder                          — “How                          Can I Go?”

How does leading yourself show you are capable of leading others?

“The hardest challenge of getting to the top of the ladder 
was getting through the crowd at the bottom.” 

— Glen Turner
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CHAPTER 7:
LADDER CLIMBING TO BUILDING

THE REPRODUCTION SHIFT

3 Questions to Separate Yourself from the Crowd

1) What Are My                         ?
2) What Are My                         ?
3) Am I Taking Steps                          Day?

Review the list on pages 132-133 and discuss the advice for climbing your leadership 
ladder. What do you need to commit to doing?

2. Ladder                          — “How High Will                          Go with a Little Help?”

“Leaders should want far more for their people than from their people.”
— Kevin Myers

Who has held the ladder for you?

• Ladder Holding Begins with a Serving                         
• Ladder Holding Requires                         
• Ladder Holding                          People Who Want to Climb
• Ladder Holding Is a                          for Discovering a Person’s Potential
• Ladder Holding Over Time                          Effectiveness

“It marks a big step in your development when you come to realize that 
other people can help you do a better job than you could do alone.” 

— Andrew Carnegie
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What are you going to do to help others go higher under your leadership?

3. Ladder                         — “How High Will Others Go with a                          of Help?”

Key:                          and                          mentoring them. 

Which criteria do you need to give attention to develop as a mentor?

4. Ladder                         — “How Can I Help                         Build Their Own Ladder?”

Ladder building is all about giving another leader the                         ,                         , and 
                          to create their own ladder.

Who on your team do you need to help build a ladder for?

Criteria of a Good Mentor:
1) Ladder Extenders Are Successful
2) Ladder Extenders Are Specialists
3) Ladder Extenders Are Mature
4) Ladder Extenders Are Practiced in the Art of Asking Great Questions
5) Ladder Extenders Are Humble
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QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE 
YOU MENTOR SOMEONE

“Do for one what you wish you could do for many.” 
— Andy Stanley

What are the qualities you are looking for in a mentor?

1. Is This Person                          To Learn?

How can you determine if the person is hungry?

2. What Is This Person’s                         ?

Which of the 7 Capacities listed will help you better assess your people?

3. Are This Person’s                          Compatible With Mine?

What are your values?
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4. Is This Individual A                         ?
1) Handles
2) Laboratories 
3) Road Maps 
4) Roots 
5) Wings 
6) Whys

If you want learners to follow directions, you only need to provide the                         . 
If you want them to lead others and give directions, they must also have the                      .
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APPLICATION: Ladder Climbing To Ladder Building

Groundwork for Becoming a Ladder Builder

Honestly review this list and make a commitment to change your mind set about 
becoming a ladder builder.

• Do I develop leaders to benefit others, not just for myself?
• Do I relinquish control and give other leaders the freedom to be themselves and  
  develop their own process?
• Am I happy for a leader I help to move on without me or to enlist other mentors?
• Am I willing to help other leaders build their own ladders and then genuinely root
  for them?
• Am I willing to keep helping many leaders build their own ladders without expecting  
  to receive any credit?

Review the list of what it takes to be a successful mentor. 

 What areas do you need to find a mentor to help you grow stronger with these?

If you have not found a mentor for yourself, make a commitment to the group to find 
one by the next session. 

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 8 for the next meeting.
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Chapter 8: 
DIRECTING TO CONNECTING

The Communication Shift

“You don’t lead by hitting people over the head— that’s assault, 
not leadership.” —Dwight D. Eisenhower

While growing up were those in authority over you more directors or connectors?

How have you intentionally changed your focus to connecting vs directing?

WELCOME TO A NEW PARADIGM

When have you lead by assumption and it failed?

DIRECTING CONNECTING
Authoritative Collaborative

Talking Listening
Top Down Side by Side
Enlisting Empowering

Assuming Understanding

Gives Answers Asks Questions
My Agenda Your Agenda
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“The goal of connecting is to find common ground 
with the leader initiating.” 

MAKE THE LEADERSHIFT TO CONNECTING

What is the biggest challenge you face in connecting with others?

1.                          — Let People Know You Need Them.

As you read the story about John Wooden, what insights did you gain about being a 
leader who is humble?

What is stopping you from asking for help?

2.                          — Ask People Questions.
From the list below identify a possible reason why asking questions is difficult for you. 

• They assume they have the answers.
• They value what they think more than what others think.
• They prioritize directing others over understanding others.
• They don’t recognize the need to find common ground.
• They don’t understand that questions help to manage expectations.
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What is your plan to start asking more questions to connect better?
3.                          — Go Out Of Your Way To Connect With People.

“All you can do is all you can do, but all you can do is enough.” 
— Art Williams

What can you do to create a connecting experience with people?

4.                          — Be Someone Others Can Count On.

People do not connect with someone they don’t trust.

On the occasion that you lose trust, how can John’s list on page 159 help you to regain it 
back?

5.                          — Give First, Give Continually.

“When we refrain from giving, with a scarcity mentality, the little we 
have will become less. When we give generously, with an abundance 

mentality, what we give away will multiply.” 
— Henri Nouwen

How can becoming generous help you become a better person? Leader?
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6.                          — Open The Best Door To Connecting With People.

How has not listening hindered your leadership?

Review this list.

• I Made a List of the Negatives of Not Listening Well
• I Reminded Myself Daily to Listen Well
• I Stopped Interrupting
• I Started Asking Questions
• I Invited People to Hold Me Accountable for Listening

Which change do you need to make to increase your listening effectiveness?

7.                          — Give People Oxygen For Their Soul.

Who has been your greatest encourager?

Are you more of a corrector or a connector?

As a leader when are you a sage and when are you a guide for your people?
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APPLICATION: Directing To Connecting

Every relational connection starts with the decision to make the effort to connect.

Maintaining Your Trust

Work at being continually successful in three areas:
1. Integrity in my life
2. Consistency in my actions
3. Competence in my work

Regaining Your Trust

Follow this process:

• I fully acknowledge what I have done wrong.
• I explain exactly what I am going to do to try to make things right.
• I give them an opportunity to share their perspective and add anything to what 
  I shared with them.
• I do the work to fix the problem.
• I follow up with them to confirm that the problem was fixed to their satisfaction.

Make a commitment to your group on how you will maintain and regain your trust?

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 9 for the next meeting.
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Chapter 9: 
TEAM UNIFORMITY TO TEAM DIVERSITY

The Improvement Shift

What experience in your past revealed your lack of a diversity mindset?

People different                          me could make a positive difference                 me.

Who has come into your life that has opened and stretched your thinking?
 

THE ADVANTAGES OF TEAM DIVERSITY

Team definition:  “A team is a small number of people with complementary skills who are 
committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals, and approach for which they 
hold themselves mutually accountable.” — Harvard Business Review

1. Diverse Teams Fill In The                          Gap.
What are you missing because of a lack of diversity?

2. Diverse Teams Fill In The                          Gap.
Who on your team is challenging your thinking?
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3. Diverse Teams Fill In The                          Gap.
What tools are you missing in your toolbelt that others could add?

BARRIERS TO DIVERSITY

How do you see diversity as a way to build a world class team?

What are your current barriers to engaging in broader diversity?

1. Fear Of                         .

What is so fearful about having conflict?

Discuss this statement about having productive conflict:
“To produce the best possible solution in the shortest period of time.”

— Patrick Lencioni

How can a change in your belief of “conflict” enable you to invest in diversity?

What are the areas as a team you are afraid to discuss?
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Review the chart below and discuss areas for improvement.

UNHEALTHY CONFLICT HEALTHY CONFLICT

Takes Differences Personally Sees Differences Impartially

Dumps Personal Baggage Desires to Know the Person

Searches for Retaliation Searches for Resolution
Results in Hurt Results in Helpfulness

Seeks Quick Conclusions Seeks Understanding
Holds Back from the Conversation Becomes Part of the Conversation

Values Self Above Solutions Values Solutions Above Self
Defends Their Territory Opens Up New Territory
Makes the Team Worse Makes the Team Better

What are you going to do to move towards healthy conflict?

2. Insufficient Personal                         .
Take an inventory of your network. How can you expand it?

• Expanding Your Network Requires Humility
• Expanding Your Network Requires Intentionality
• Expanding Your Network Requires Energy
• Expanding Your Network Requires Time
• Expanding Your Network Requires Love

Which requirement do you need to give attention to?
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3. Unwillingness To Deal With                         .
What prejudices do you possess that are keeping you from connecting with people unlike 
you and diversifying your team?

4.                         
Who are you looking down on that could potentially add value to you or the team?

5. Personal                         .
“The best antidote I’ve ever found for personal insecurity is to think 

about helping other people and putting them first.”

How can you overcome your insecurities by focusing on others?

6. Failing To Be                         .

“When it comes to defining inclusion, millennials focus primarily and extensively 
on teaming, valuing a culture of connectivity, and using collaborative tools to drive 
business impact. Older generations instead defined inclusion in terms of equality, 

fairness, and the integration, acceptance, and tolerance of gender, racial, and ethnic 
diversity within the organization.” — Christie Smith and Stephanie Turner

Where do you need a change in inclusion to lead your team well?
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HOW TO LEADERSHIFT TO 
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

1. Create A                          Of Sharing.
What can you do to create a culture of interaction and sharing expertise?

2. Broaden Your                          On Diversity.

Equality isn’t just about giving everyone the                          things; 
it’s also about giving unique people what they                         .

Discuss the tension between equality and equity.

3. Provide Solid                          For Diversity To Be Effective.

The strength of diversity is                          solving and                          creation. 

The weakness of diversity is in                          making and                         .

What can you do as a leader to help your team overcome the gap between the two?
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APPLICATION: Team Uniformity To Team Diversity

Removing the Barriers to Diversity
• Fear Of Conflict
• Insufficient Personal Network
• Unwillingness To Deal With Prejudice
• Arrogance
• Personal Insecurities
• Failing To Be Inclusive

What areas do you give attention to building diversity on your team?

How can you avoid becoming the “Indispensable Man/Woman?”

Learning from the Millennials 
How can you engage the Millennials on your team to raise the level of engagement and 
diversity?

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 10 for the next meeting.
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Chapter 10:
POSITIONAL AUTHORITY TO MORAL AUTHORITY

The Influence Shift

What authority have you used as a leader?  (See page 196 for list)

What is your definition of moral authority?

THE PATHWAY TO MORAL AUTHORITY

1.                          — The Ability To                          Well.

How can you build your competence?

Level 1:                              
Level 2:                              
Level 3:                              
Level 4:                              
Level 5:                              
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2.                          — Moving Forward In The Face Of                         .

“Courage is not simply one of the virtues but the form of 
every virtue at the testing point.” 

— C. S. Lewis

Where have you struggled with fear?

• Courage Encourages People During                          and Uncertain Times.
When did you face an obstacle with courage?

• Courage Enables People to Maximize Their                         .
What fear is standing in the way of you achieving success?

• Courage Helps Leaders Find Their                         .
When have you stood alone to lead and in the process found your voice?

What is your voice?
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3.                          — Doing Well                          The Time, Not Just Sometimes.

In what area of your life/business do you need to become more consistent to gain moral 
authority?

4.                          — Being Bigger On The                          Than The                         .

How well does your private life and your public life match?

Benefits of Consistency:
• Consistency Establishes Your Reputation
• Consistency Makes Team Members More Secure
• Consistency Allows For Accurate Measurement Of Your Growth
• Consistency Makes You Relevant
• Consistency Models Your Expectations For Others
• Consistency Maintains Your Message
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Four Characteristics of Character:

•                         

Where is there evidence that you have alignment between your values and your actions?

How would your team describe your decision making? 

Doing the hard things or taking the easy road?

Doing the right things for the team or doing the right things for you?

•                         

“Authenticity is the new authority in leadership.” 
— Mark Batterson

How do you demonstrate honesty to your team?
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•                         
“Humility is not denying your strengths. 

Humility is being honest about your weaknesses.” 
— Rick Warren

1) Self-awareness and the ability to criticize yourself
2) Confident before others
3) Celebrate others

•                         
“People of Value, Who Value People” 

— JMT Motto
 
How do the people you lead know you value and care for them?
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APPLICATION: Positional Authority To Moral Authority

How well do you lead? (Competence)

• What level of influence do you have with your team? 

• What can you do to increase your skillset to lead effectively?

How brave are you? (Courage)

“Courage doesn’t always roar. Sometimes courage is the quiet voice at 
the end of the day saying, ‘I will try again tomorrow.’” 

— Mary Anne Radmacher

• What do you need to face with courage tomorrow?

How dependable are you today? (Consistency)

• What one thing are you going to do more consistently?

How rock solid is your talk and your walk? (Character)

• What are you going to do to be bigger on the inside than the outside?

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.
Read Chapter 11 for the next meeting.
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Chapter 11:
TRAINED LEADERS TO TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERS

The Impact Shift
Would you say you are a person who trains leaders or who transforms leaders?

What evidence can you present to back your answer? 

ESSENTIALS FOR TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Review the list and honestly assess where you land.

TRAINED LEADERS TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERS

Know How to Lead Know Why They Lead
Are Liked Are Contagious

Influence Today Influence Today and Tomorrow

Ask People to Follow Ask People to Make a Difference

Love to Lead Love the People They Lead
Are Trained Are Trained and Transformed

Help People Help People Change

Have a Career Have a Calling
Impact a Few Impact Many
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1.                          A Clear Picture Of What Transformational Leaders Do.

Make a list of the character traits of a transformational leader

•                          Things Others Do Not See.

“Organizations are not limited by their opportunity; 
they are limited by their leader.” 

— Dave Ramsey

When have you asked “Why?” with a problem? 

When have you asked, “Why not?” looking for a solution?

•                          Things Others Do Not Say.

When did you courageously initiate change when no one was willing to hear?

•                          Things Others Do Not Believe.

“I am a success today because I had a friend who believed in me 
and I didn’t have the heart to let them down.” 

— Abraham Lincoln

Who have you believed in and why did you follow them?
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•                          Things Others Do Not Feel.

“When the light goes on in your life, 
you want to turn everyone else’s light on.” 

— Paul Martinelli

What light has been turned on in your life?

•                          Things Others Do Not Do.

What are you willing to do that others are not willing to do?

2.                          On Your Own Transformation Before Leading Others To It.

The Equipping Cycle:

1)                         .
2) I do it, and you are with me.
3) You do it, and I am with you.
4) You do it.
5) You do it, and someone is with you

As a leader, you have to                          changed to                          change. 

You teach what you                         , but you reproduce who you                         .
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3. Take Positive                          Based On Your Internal Changes.

Transformation                          you to walk uphill.

Where are you traveling from ‘knowing’ to ‘doing?’

4.                          An Environment That Promotes Positive Change.

“Transformational movements require transformational leaders.” 
— Jim Collins

• Leaders Who Are Passionate About Transformation
• Resources That Teach Good Values
• Small Groups Where People Learn and Participate
• Commitment to Reproduce Leaders

5.                          To Making A Difference With Others In Your Community.

Transformational Pattern:

TOP-DOWN—Leadership influence filters down, not up.
SMALL TO BIG— Mass movements begin with a few people.
INSIDE OUT— Inner values determine outward behavior.

As you read Jerry Anderson’s story of transformation, how could you see 
transformation occurring in your world?
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APPLICATION: Trained Leaders To 
Transformational Leaders

Transformation requires you walk uphill.

Instead of climbing, what posture do you naturally do. . .

• Talking: “Let’s discuss uphill climbing.”
• Thinking: “Let’s contemplate uphill climbing.”
• Planning: “Let’s strategize about uphill climbing.”
• Surveying: “Let’s ask others what they think about uphill climbing.”
• Studying: “Let’s examine what uphill climbing looks like.”
• Resting: “Let’s conserve energy before we start climbing.”

What are you going to do to lead your transformation: not accept simply training?

What are you avoiding doing because it is getting difficult?

What characteristic of a transformational leader do you need to develop?

Discuss this with the Mastermind next week.

Read Chapter 12 for the next meeting.
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Chapter 12: 
CAREER TO CALLING

The Passion Shift

What gets you out of bed in the morning?

WHAT DO YOU DO?

How do you currently think about what you do for a living?

1. You Do A                         .

How do you see the job you are in today?

2. You Build A                         .

How have you advanced in your career?

3. You Fulfill Your                         .

Your calling will result in the merging of your skills, talents, character traits, and 
experiences.

What is your “why” – the reason you exist, your purpose?
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Discuss the differences between the two columns:

CAREER CALLING
Mainly About You Mainly About Others

Something You Choose Something Chosen For You
Separated from Your Best Life Integrated Into Your Entire Life

You Can Take or Leave It Never Leaves You
Something You Can Do Something You Must Do

Measured by Success Measured by Significance

 “Where our talents and the needs of the world cross, 
there lies our vocation.” 

— Aristotle

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CALLING

You won’t have to                          it. You will be                          by it.

1. Your Calling                          Who You Are.

Do an inventory of your life and see if there are any clues.

2. Your Calling Taps Into Your                         .

What is your passion?
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3. Your Calling Is Important To You, But It’s Not About                         .

How has your calling moved from you to others?

4. Your Calling Is                          Than You.

What is it that is calling you to attempt something bigger than you?

5. Your Calling Changes Your Perspective.

RESPONSIBILITY PERSPECTIVE OPPORTUNITY PERSPECTIVE

Feels Heavy Feels Light and Exciting
Is a Burden Is a Privilege

Can Seem Meaningless and Rote Feels Purposeful and Meaningful
Is Driven by a Sense of Duty Is Driven by a Sense of Optimism

Leads to Routine and Repetition Inspires Creativity
Discourages Efficiency Inspires Efficiency

Tends to Drag Out Tasks Desires Bang for Our Buck
Repels Others with Negativity Attracts Others with Positivity
Gives a Sense of Completion Gives a Sense of Possibility
Is Associated with Pushing Is Associated with Inspiring

Leads to Success in 10% of Our Lives Leads to Success that Opens Up 
the Hidden 90%

Where do you land?
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6. Your Calling Gives You                         .

“Instead of wondering what your next vacation is, 
maybe you should set up a life you don’t need to escape from.” 

— Seth Godin

What are the traits of living a fulfilled life?

7. Your Calling Helps You to Overcome Obstacles.

Why does a higher calling allow you to overcome problems?

8. Your Calling Brings                         .

When have you whispered the words, “I was born for this!”?

FINDING YOUR CALLING

Answer these three questions:

1. What do I sing about?   What                          my heart?
2. What do I cry about?  What                          my heart?
3. What do I dream about?  What                          my heart?
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HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR CALLING

1. Integrate A Daily                          With A Long-Term                         .

Discuss how the clock and the compass give insight here.

2. Set A Clear                          In A Worthwhile Direction.

Where will you end up if you follow your calling?

3. Ask                          To Join With You And Your Calling.

What is the legacy you want to leave in others?
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APPLICATION: Career To Calling
Ego Drives You. Calling Draws You.

You have to choose: 

EGO CALLING
Fears Not Possessing Something Fears Not Expressing Something

Focuses on Doing Focuses on Being
Needs Anxiety to Survive Needs Silence to Survive

Manifests as Burnout Manifests as Fulfillment
Focuses on the Result Focuses on the Process
Wants to Preserve Self Wants to Impact Others

John’s advice in processing your calling:

• Be attentive
• Be attentive to your feelings
• Take time to reflect
• Learn from your experiences
• Never dismiss your dreams — when it comes EMBRACE IT!

What shifts are you going to make in the next 90 days?


